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and CarnegieMellonUniversity
We considera systemof severalinterconnectedqueues (with a singleclass
of customers)and model the state (Xt) of the system as a jump Markov
process. The problemof interestis to estimatethe large deviationsbehavior
of the rescaled system Xt = eXt/s,correspondingto large time and large
excursionsof the original(unscaled) system.The techniques employed are
those of the theory of viscosity solutions to Hamilton-Jacobi equations.
From the pointof view of largedeviationtheory,the interestingnew problem
here is the treatmentof the process when one or more of the queues are
nearly empty,since an abrupt change in the jump measure occurs.From the
point of view of viscositysolutions,the discontinuityof the jump measure
leads to nonlinear boundary conditions on domains with corners for the
associated partial differentialequations. Much of the paper is devoted to
proving uniqueness of viscosity solutions for these equations, and these
sections are of independent interest. While our use of test functionsin
provingthe uniquenessis an adaptation of the usual technique,the construction of the test functionsthemselvesvia the Legendretransformis new. We
obtain a representationfor the solution of the equation in terms of a
nonstandardoptimalcontrolproblem,whichsuggeststhe correctintegrandin
the large deviation "rate" functional.Since it is the treatmentof the effects
due to the "boundaries" that is novel,we devote the majorityof the paper to
the detailed developmentof a simple two-dimensionalsystemthat exhibits
all the essential new features.However, the argumentsmay be applied to
nueueing systems that are considerablymore general,and we attempt to
indicate this generalityas well.

1. Introduction. In this paper we consideran asymptoticanalysisof a
queueingsystem.Supposethe"state"ofthequeueingsystemat timet is given
by the n-dimensional
vectorXt E (Z+)n, whereZ+= {O,1,2,... }. For small E,
the scalingof interesthereis givenby Xt[= eXtl/,corresponding
to largetime
and largeexcursions.
We shallassumethattheoriginalprocessX. is modelledas
a jump Markovprocess.Hencethe rescaledprocessXf is also a jump Markov
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process,withstatespace givenbySe = {y E R': y/eE (Z+))}.
of probabilities
of
The problemwe are interested
in concernsthe estimation
certainrareeventsinvolving
the original(unscaled)system.For example,take
n = 2 and considerthe event

(1.1)

A- = {xt + yt? M/Eforsome0 < t < T/E,givenx0 = x/E,Yo=

y/E},

whereM, T are positiverealnumbersand Xt = (xt,yt). In the rescaledsystem
thiseventis givenby
(1.2)

{Xt + yt[2 M forsome0 < t < T, given =x, yJ= y}.

The resultsof thispapergiveasymptotic
(e,I0) estimatesof P(A6) ofthe form
to zerouniformly
for
exp((-I(x, y) + O(1))/E),wherethe 0(1) termconverges
(x, y) in compactsubsetsof {(x, y): x ? 0, y ? 0, x + y < M} and where
ofa nonstandard
deterministic
I(x, y) = u(x, y,0),whereu is thevaluefunction
ofthiscontrolproblemcan be found
optimalcontrolproblem.The formulation
in Section3.
the probability
of an
The problemwe have describedis one of estimating
to a largedeviationof the scaledqueueingsystem.In the
eventcorresponding
one is given
systems,
generaltheoryoflargedeviationsforstochasticdynamical
a processX/,definedfor0 < t < T, withsamplepathslivingin somespace D
and is askedto obtaina familyoffunctionals
[0,oo] suchthat(in
S(x,* ): D
additionto otherproperties)
(1.3)

foranyopenset A c D,
liminfEIn Px(X-e A) 2- infS(x, ),

(1.4)

foranyclosedset G c D,
limsup, In Px(X-e G) < - infS(x,O),

e0IeA

4 0

0DEG

wherePx denotestheprobability
givenX0 = x. We referto Varadhan[27] and
Stroock[26] forthepreciseproperties
requiredofS. The problemwe are trying
to solveis a specialcase ofthefulllargedeviationsproblemas describedabove,
in obtaining"rough"asymptotics
of Px(X! E A) [as
since we are interested
classofsets A.
givenby (1.3) and (1.4)] onlyfora particular
The techniquesemployedin thispaperare thoseof the theoryof viscosity
solutionsto Hamilton-Jacobi
equations.The applicationof such methodsto
problemsconcerning
largedeviationsoriginatedwiththe workof Evans and
Ishii [8]. Furtherworkin thisarea maybe foundin [1], [2], [9], [11],[12],[13],
to problems
concerning
largedeviations
[17] and [20]. Fora generalintroduction
thereaderis referred
to thebookofFreidlinand Wentzell
ofdynamicalsystems,
[14], whereprobabilistic
(as opposedto analytical)techniquesare employed.
An example of how probabilistic
methodsmay be used to estimateescape
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FIG. 1.

probabilitiesis in [7]. Also, in [18] and [19] some formalformulaewere obtained
forproblemssimilarto the one describedhere and applicationswere discussedin
[23] and [28].
The new featuresinvolved in developinga large deviations theoryfor processes of the type that arise fromqueueingsystemsresultfromthe "boundaries"
of the system.For simplicityconsidera systemof two queues (xt, yt) in which
interarrivaland service times are constants and for which the relationships
between the queues are as depicted in Figure 1. Define the resealed system
(xi, yt/)= e(xt/E,Yt/E).If both x and y are strictlypositive,then the conditional
statistics of ((xe+^, yte?) - (xe, yt[))given(xt, yt[)= (x, y) are roughlyindependent of (x, y). However,as x A y -> 0 (one or both queues empty) there is an
abrupt change in the statisticsof the small time increment,since the associated
jump measure suffersa discontinuity.As we will see, the natureof the stochastic
process we deal with is such that this transitionin the jump measure leads to a
nonlinear boundary condition for the associated partial differentialequation
(PDE).
Since it is the treatmentof the effectsdue to the "boundaries" that is novel,
we devote the majorityof the paper to the detailed developmentof a simple
two-dimensionalsystemthat exhibitsthe essential new features.However,the
argumentsmay be applied to queueingsystemswhose structure(routingschemes,
etc.) is quite generaland we attemptto indicate this generalityas well.
The outline of the paper is as follows.In Section 2, we definethe logarithmic
transformationof the probabilityof interestand show that it convergesto a
viscositysolution of an associated Hamilton-Jacobiequation, as E tends to zero.
In Section 3, we obtain a representationforthe solutionof this equation in terms
of the value functionof a certain nonstandardoptimal controlproblem.This
suggeststhe formof the functionalthat would be correctif (1.3) and (1.4) wereto
hold. Sections 4, 5 and 6 prove the uniquenessof viscositysolutionssatisfyinga
nonlinearboundarycondition,whichensuresthat our two representationsare, in
fact, the same. These sections are of independent interest. We conclude in
Section 7 with a discussionof extensions.In particular,Section 7.1.2 contains a
summaryof the main resultsof the paper,writtenfora systemof interconnected
queues. The Appendixincludesa briefdiscussionof a weakerformulationof the
PDE.
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2. An example. We returnour attentionto the queueingsystemdepictedin
Figure 1 and considerthe problemof determiningthe limitingbehaviorof
(2.1)

ue(x, y, t)

=

-En P(xe + ye ? M forsome s E [t, T]jxe

=

x, yt = y).

For the sake of notationalsimplicity,we take M = 1. The processcorresponding
to the queueing systemdepicted in Figure 1 is a jump Markov process (xt, Yt)
whose jump measure is concentratedon the points (1,0), (1, - 1), (0, - 1),
(- 1,0) and (-1, 1) with intensitiesX, A, y, a and p,, respectively,unless a
boundary is encountered.We assume that all the intensitiesare nonnegative.In
order to obtain a nontrivialsystemwe must also assume that X > 0, p > 0 and
that either y > 0 or /3A a > 0. When the process is on a boundary,only those
jumps that do not lead to escape are allowed by the jump measure and they
retain the intensitiesthat are in effecton the interior.We then use the definition
(xt, yt') = e(xt/E,Yt/E)to obtain the scaled system;see Figure 2. Define
E Z2

Se

=

{E(i,

D

=

{(x, y): x > 0, y > O, x + y < 1),

j1=

j):

(i, j)

{(O,y):0<y<1},

F2 = {(xO):

0 < x < 1),

F3= {(x, y): x ?0,

y ? 0, x + y=1,

De = D n se,

17e= 1qn

se,

i = 1,2,3.
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Then for u-(x, y, t) definedby (2.1) the Chapman-Kolmogorovequations imply
(x Y, t) + H (x, y, u

-U

at

(2.2a)

-

(2.2c)

Y t) + Ha8 i(xg y, ue(,

-'(x

-

a

*, t))

= 0,

(x, y, t) e F[' x (0, T), i = 1,2,
u (x, y, t) + Hc(x, y, Ue(.,

at

,

=
t)) 0,

(x, y, t) e {(O O)} x (0, T),
(x, y, t) e F3 x (0, T),

W(xqy, t) = 0,
ue(x,y,T) = +x,

(2.3)

,

t))

(x, y, t) e D6 x (0, T),

a
(2.2b)

,

3) nSe
((xyAe(D\
(here a,i denotes boundarynumberi and c denotes the corner).
The Hamiltoniansare givenby
(2.4)

HE(x, y,44.,

.))

A [exp(e
+ a[exp(-

+ a[exp+

(2.5b)

=

p

(2.5c)

-

-i]

(x,

y)I)A

- ye)-kx,
x

-9y)

[,O(X - '9Y

j

y)I)
A

-(x,

E, y) -

-[(x-E

expt-

+ E)-(X9

)I)

-

-

ij

Y)])-1]

IHI(x, y,44., *))
-

- e, yA -

[exp(--[(x

- pexptHa',2(X9 y, 0(. 9,*)

e[4(x

+ -yexp(--[<(x,

(2.5a)

HaI(x, y, (*))

+ e, y)

[[(x

[O(X -E '9Y

-4x,

+ E)-(X9

y)I)-

]

Y)])-1]

HE(x, y,,O(.*,*)
-

[exp(-e

-y[exp((2.5d) HcE(xqy9,<O( )) = Aexp

[4(x + e[4O(x+,

- E
y

-[,O(x + ey-9

e-

-1]kx A
(x,

)])-

y)] x 1q

]

.
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It followsthat if ( e C1(D), then
(2.6)
(2.7a)

lim He(x, y,4(, *))
e40
lim Ha, i(x, y,cp(., ))
40

y)),

=

H(Vo(x,

=

Ha i(Vp(x,

i

y)),

=

1,2

lim HE(x, y, ((, *x))= HC(vp(x, y))
4,0
uniformlyin (x, y), where
H(p, q) = X[e-P - 1] + f[eq-P- 1] ? y[eP - 1]
(2.8a)
+ aiep - 1] + p[eP-_
1],
(2.7b)

(2.8b)

(2.8c)
(2.8d)

]
Ha,2(P' q) = H( p, q) - P [eq-p -1
Haj,(p, q) = H(p, q)
q)

H(p,

LEMMA 2.1.
such that

=

a[eP

-

-

-

y[ep [eq _ ]

-1].

[e

For each T' < T, there is a constantK(T') independentof E
IUe(X,y, t)I < K(T')

for all t < T'.
The resultis a simpleconsequenceof the factthat X > 0 and the easy proofis
omitted.
Following [2], we next definei- and u as follows:
limsup
u8(X, y, te),
iiu(x,y, t) =
(2.9a)
(x,

yE, te)

(X,

(Xe, ye, te) EDnSe

e-- 0

u(x, y, t) =

(2.9b)

ye, te)

(X,

(xe, ye, te) E Dnse

e- 0

(u-

ue(Xe,ye, te).

liminf
(x,

Suppose ( e C1(D

THEOREM 2.1.
to < T) satisfies

y, t)

x [ 0, T)

)(xo, yo,to) = max(u

-

()

y, t)

x [ 0, T)

x (0, T)) and that (xo, yo,to) (with
[(u

-

)(xo, yo,to) = min(u

If
(i) (xo, yo) e D, then

a

- a-t4(xo yo,to) + H(Vo(xo, yo,to)) < 0 [21 0];
(ii) (x0, Yo) e Fj, i = 1,2, then

(2.10a)

(2.10b)

[max]
[mx

{
-

O(xoSyo,to) + H(vo(xo, yo,to));

atPxyt)+

~~Vpxy,

o)

1 ]

-
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(iii) (xo, yo) = (0,0), then

(2.10c)

{

[mx

- +
Ha

+ H(vo);-

-( dtt

jv(p);

a
atPHJV0)

a

- -j0 + Ha,2(VO);

<J O

0]

Without loss of generality,we may assume that any maximumor
minimum holds in the strict sense [by simply replacing 4 by 48(x, y, t) =
O(x, y, t) ? 31(x,y, t) - (x0, y0,to)12andusingthat 4) = 4",0Y= 48 and 4t = 448
at (xo, y0,to)]. We prove (ii) forthe case of a maximumand for i = 1. All other
cases are proved in a similarway.
From the definitionof iuthereexist(Xe, yE, tE) E (D U 11)n S8 x [0, T] such
that
PROOF.

(2.11a)

4)(X,

-

(UE

yEX

te) = max[(u -)],

lim(x, yE,t)

(2.11b)

=

(x0, y0,to).

Owing to (2.11b), we may assume that either(X-,
E DE, thenby (2.2a) and (2.11a),
(Xe, yE)
0

a

_U(XC,

_-

yE,

at

(2.12)

a

-

-4(x-,

yC, tE)

at

+

tE)

HII(XI,

+ H'(X,

yE,

yC

E DE or (XC, yE) E I-. If

yE)

UC(. *

4(**

,

.

t.

t))

,

which implies

0 ? limsup
(2.13)

-

at

CJ1O

ae(x

0t4(XC, yC, tE)

+ H-(x-, y-,

t(,

E))

?' yo,to) + H(V(P(x0, y0,to))

If (x, y') E If, then

0 = lim[ aU(X
(2.14)

Thn

2

limsup

at

3 an yo( (X

-

yE tE)

d O(xE,

yC

to) +HEl

Then (2.13) and (2.14)give(2.10b).[1

+

tE)

HJi1(X-, y-,
+ H,

x
(xC

uC(*,

C

))

.

(

.

tCVW
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2.1. The limitingequation. We have shownthat in a certainsense (whichwe
now make precise) that iuand u satisfythe equation

a

- -u + H(Vu)

(2.15)

=O

in D X (O,T)

with appropriate boundary conditions. First we give a definition.This is a
straightforwardgeneralizationof the definitionsgiven in [3] and [4]. See also
[15] and [21].
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that the upper (lower)semicontinuousfunctionu is
a viscositysubsolution(supersolution)to the equation

a

- -u

(2.16)

+ H(Vu)

=0

togetherwith the boundaryconditions

a

- -ju + H(vu)

(2.17a)

or -

=0

a

a

- atu + H(vu) = 0 or - -u

a

(2.17b)

- -u + Ha,2(VU)

=

0 or

on D X (0,T)

a

-u + Ha,i(Vu) = 0
on FPx (0 T), i
+ Ha,9(Vu) = 0

a

- -u

=

1,2,

or

+ HC(Vu) = 0

on {(0,0)} x (0T),
u=0

on I3 x (0, T)
(2.17c)
and with infiniteterminaldata at time T if for any ) E C1(D x (0, T)) and
point (x, y, t) E D X (0, T) such that (u - 0)(x, y, t) = max(min)[u - p], we
have [at the point (x, y, t)],
-t + H(v:)

-

(2.18)

< 0 (? 0) whenever(x, y) ED,

(max) [- Wk+ H(v4)); - -t
whenever(x, y) E Fj, i = 1,2,
(2.19a)

(2.19b)

(max) [--

amx

- dt
whenever (x, y)

(2.19c)
and if u(x, y, t)
REMARK.

data.

=

+ H(vo);
+ Ha,2(VP);

- dj

+ Hai(VP)]0 <

(2 ))

+ Ha jvo);

- dtP + HAVO)

< O (2 O)

(0, ),
u < 0 (u ? 0) whenever(x, y) E F3
+ oo as t T T, forall (x, y) E D \ r3.

There is an obvious analog for the equation with finite terminal
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sub- and supersoluLEMMA 2.2. u and u, definedby (2.9), are, respectively,
tions of (2.16) and (2.17) withinfinitetenninal data.
DEFINITION 2.2. We say a functionu is a viscositysolution of (2.16) and
(2.17) if its u.s.c. and l.s.c. envelopes
(2 .20)

u*(x, y, t)

=

u*(XI y, t)

=

y,t),

limsup

u(x,

liminf

u(x, y, i)

(XIY.t) - (x, y,t)

are sub- and supersolutions,respectively.
It will followfromthe resultsof Sections 2 and 3, togetherwith the uniqueness resultsof Section 5, that u and u are both equal to the unique continuous
viscosity solution. In the next section we give an alternativerepresentationof
this solution.

3. A second representation. Let L(w, v), La i(w,v) and L,(w, v) be the

Legendre transformsof H(p, q), Ha (p, q) and H,(p, q),
(3.1a)
L(w, v) = sup [-wp-vq-H(p,
q)],
p, q

(3.1b)
(3.1c)

La, i(w, v) = sup[-wp -vq -Ha, ifp,q)],
p, q

-vq - H,(p, q)] -

L,(w, v) = sup[wp
p, q

As is well known,the Legendre transformdefinesa functionthat is convex
and lower semicontinuousin the dual variables (w, v). Moreover, the above
functionscan be expressedalmost explicitlyby using the Legendre transform
h(t) of e-s - 1, whichis givenby
(3.2)

h(t) =(t

ln t-

t + 1,

t > 0,

Then, we have the followingalternativeexpressionsforL, La,1 La,2 and L,:
L(w, v) = inf{Xh(tl)+ /h(t2) + yh(t3) + ah(t4) + /Lh(t5):
(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)
(3.3d)

?+ t2(1, - 1) + yt3(0,- 1)
= (w,v)},
+?/t5(-ii)

Xt(lO)

+

La, (w, v) = inf{Xh(tj) + P3h(t2) + yh(t3);
Xt1(IO) + /t2(1, - 1) + yt3(0,- 1)
La,2(W, v) = inf{Xh(tl)+ ah(t4) + 1ih(t5):

Xtj(1,O)+ at4(-1,0)
L(WV)

Xh(w/X),
? 00,

+ At(-i,1)

v= 0
v*O.

att4(-1,0)

=

=

(w, v)},
(w, v)j}
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REMARKS. These expressionsmay be interpretedas a manifestationof the
"contractionprinciple"[27] and the fact that our process may be thoughtof as
being the sum of several independentPoisson processes.Owing to our assumptions on the jump rates, L(w, v) is finiteforall values of (w, v). However La,,
and La, 2 are finiteonlyon certainconvexcones and the cones themselvesdepend
on which of the jump rates are positive.For example,if y = 0 and if X and 13are
positive, then La i is finiteonly on the (closed) cone generatedby (1,0) and
(1, - 1).

We continue by defininga "cost" that is appropriateforeach of the boundaries 11, F2,

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

lai(w, v)

la,2(W v)

=

)

(inf{pL(-w, v) + (1 - p)La J(iv,vb):p E [0,1],
= (0, v)},
p(w, Iv) + (1 - p)(uiv)
L(w, v),
+ 00,

)

(inf{pL(-w, v) + (1 - p)La 2(l, v): p E [0,1],
=(w,0)},
p(w) v) + (1 - p)(iv)
L(w, v),

w= C
W >C
w<C

v =0
V> 0
v<0

+00,

REMARK. The parameterp appearingin (3.4) has an interestingand natural
large deviations interpretation.In the probabilisticapproach to provinglower
large deviation bounds, one typicallyconsidersa change of measure such that
under the new measure (which we denote by PE) the process x! "centers" on a
4) underPe). One then obtains
givendeterministicpath 4 (in the sense that x'
a lower bound fromthe formula(PE is the originalmeasure)
PE(A)

=

J

dP8

edPe

where the set A containsa neighborhoodof 4. Under the "optimal" change of
measure that centerson 4 [largestasymptoticlowerbound for - E log PE(A)] the
dominant term in dPe/dPe is of the form exp - S(x, 0)/e, where S is the
functionalappearingin (1.3) and (1.4). Now considerour processxe and a path 4
that lies on P1. For simplicitytake +(t) = t(0,v). For our process we may
consider a change of measure as being equivalent to changingthe jump rates.
Suppose we consider p e [0, 1], (nw,v) and (iv, iv) such that p(ii, v) +
(1 - p)(&, v) = (0, v). Considera change of measure (change of jump rate) that
centersthe process on (iw,v-)while in De and on (ib, vb)while in F'. It is easy to
prove in this case that under PE (and as ? 0) the relativeproportionof time
the process x6 spends in De to the timespent in lEis p/(l - p). If we separately
choose the jump rates to correspondto L(-w,v) in De and La (v, iv) inF", then
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the dominanttermunderthis change of measure
exp[-T(pL(iw, v) + (1 - p)La,

iv, !&Wel.

It followsthat the " tightest"lowerbound (whichshould also give the formof
the upper bound) is
(3.5)
(

exp[- Tinf{pL(iw, v-) + (1- p)La 1(iv):

p(w, v) + (1-p)(wX

v)

(O. V), pE [OI1]})/E].

This suggeststhe formof 1a,1 givenby (3.4a).
Finally we must definea cost forthe cornerpoint (0,0). We set

inf(
pjL(wl, vj) + p2La,( w2,v2)
+P3La,2(W3,

V3) +

p4L(w4,

4

(3.6) lj(w, v)

V4):

4

1

E pi(Wi,
vi)= (O.?), Pi> ?, E Pi =1 >,
i=

i=1

=

L(w, v),

w > O. v > O.

1,91( W. V),

W = O. V > O.

la,2(WIv),

w > O. v = O,

+00,

f

w= =O

w < Oor v < O.

Then our candidate fora continuousviscositysolutionis
u(Ex, y, t)

=

in

+

(3.7)

2

+

E

i=l

la,i(((s))1{t(S) er}I ds,

where1A is theindicator
oftheBorelset A and
(3.8)

Ax,

{t: [t,0]

> D: (t) = (x, y), {(O) e F3, 0

<

T

and t is absolutely
continuous}.

THEOREM 3.1. The valuefunction
definedby(3.7) and (3.8) is a continuous
solutionto (2.16)and (2.17).
viscosity
PROOF. The continuity
of u followsfromtheboundedness
of L on compact
sets.Supposethat 4 e C'(D X [0,T]) and that

(3.9)

(u - p)(xo, yo,to) = max[u - p].
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We may assume without loss that the maximum is zero. If (xo, y0, to) E D x
(0, T), then the standard proof [21] works. (Alternatively the reader can glean
the proof from the development below.) Next assume that (xo, y0, to) E F1 x
(0, T). Then dynamic programming [10] yields that for any (w, v) E R x R and
A >0,

u(0, yo, to) = 0(0, yO,to)
< fto+ [ L (w,V)

(3.10)

+ la,1(0, V)l {W=o} ] ds

(W >o}

+ ?(xO + WA, yO + VA, to + A).
It follows that [see (3.4a)]

a
at

Y0, to) - lai(w,

- -4k(0,

(3.11)

R and hence

for (w, v) E R+x

a

- - 0 (0 Y? to) +
at

(3.12)

Using the definition of 1,
max{-+-

(3.13)

v) - ((w, v),V4P(O, y0, to)) ? 0

+

At

sup[(

,

-

((w, v), V(0,

y, to))] < 0.

we rewrite (3.12) as

sup [-L (w, v)

-

w>O, v

-

+ (1

( w, v)

sup [-la,

w>0O v

-

L(

'0- )-0

V)
t-

-

((w, v), v)];

((W. V),
V+)
vb) - ((&jvV>)

Laji(WX

p E [0,1], p-w+ (1-

p)iv =

o}

< 0

at (0, y, to).

Now assume that
(3.14)

-

jk+

Ha(Vk)

> 0

at (O, yo, to).

The fact that Ha, 1 is the Legendre transformof La 1 and continuity properties of
La, imply there is (w*, v*) with w* > 0 such that
(3.15)

-

a

+ [L,

1( w*, v*)

-

((w*, v*), v)I

> 0

at (0, yo, to).

((w, v),vq))]

? 0

at (0, y0,to)

Also, (3.13) gives

(3.16)

-

a

-0-

+

sup [ -L(w,

v)-
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and by taking (&, vD)= (w*, v*) in (3.13) we obtain that at (0, yO,to),
- d-

+ sup[L(w,

(3.17)

v)

-

((w, v),vc):

v 1)-(Ov),e(O,11,vER?O.

)(w

_(-

(w, v)

Combiningyields

a

(3.18)

-

- d ++ sup-L (w, v) -((Wv) V)) >]
t
W,

a

=-

at

+ H(V4) < 0 at (0, yo to).

Recall that we have assumed (3.14) in proving(3.18). We have thus proved
(3.19)

min -

-1 + H(vo),

-t + Ha,(V)

-

j <

at (O. yo)to).

Now suppose that for(xo, yo) E rF we have
(u

(3.20)

-

k)(xo, yo,to) = min[u

= 0.

-]

Using dynamicprogramming
arguments(as in the proofof Theorem 2.1 of [25])
and the formof 1. 1 we can show that thereexist w ? 0, v such that
(3.21)

a

- di(40

v) - ((w, v),v p(0, yO,to))] ? 0.

yo0to) + [lai(w,

If w > 0, 181(w,v) = L(w, v) and obviously -(a/at)k + H(V4) 2 0 at

(0, yo,to). Now suppose that w = 0. Then the definitionof 18 1 yields

sup [P (-dt k-L(w)
(3.22)

K)-(i 33), vk))

-.

?+(1 - P)(

-

p C [0,1], pv + (1

La,i(iw, v3) -

p)v

= V,pW

K(wv),Vk)):
+ (1

-

p)w=

0] ?0
at (0, yO,to)

Clearly in eithercase, we obtain
(3.23)

max - d-4 + H(VO), -d
at
d

+ Ha,jvo)

2 0 at (0 yo,to)
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Exactly the same argumentswork if (xo, yo) e '2. Finally we consider the
point (xo, yo) = (0,0). Assume that the maximum of (u - p) is achieved at
( 0,0 to). Dynamic programming
argumentsgive
(3.24)

- -

a

+

dt

sup

w>O2 v2O

[-l(w, v)

< 0 at (0,0, to),

((w, v),V)]

-

which we rewriteas
max{ -

+

dt

-at

+

sup [-L(w, v) - ((w, v),vc)],

w>o,v>O

sup [-18,1(w, V)
W=o,v>o

-

((wV), VP)I

--+ +
sup [-1a 2(w, v)
dt
w>o,v=O

-

, V)],

dt

sup p,
(3.25)

-0dtf- L(w1, vj) d

+P2 [-d y

-

K(w1,
vjvo)

La,1(
AW2, V2)

dt0 - La,2(w3,V3)

+P3[-

+ P4
-d

-

LJ(w4 v4)

W-

K V2,

-(W33

4

V3)

Vk)j

4), V

-(W4,

= (0,0), pi ?2 0,
E Pi(wi,VJ)

VO

4

:

i)}

Pi =

< 0

at (0,0, to).

We assume at (0,0, to),
-

(3.26)

-

a

-0 + H(vp)

> 0,

-j0 + Ha, i(v)

> 0,

- d

+ Hc(v)

i

=

1,2,

> 0.

Then there exist(w, vr), (w2*, v*), (w3*, v*) and (w4*,v4*)such that w2*>

0,
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V3 > 0, w4*> 0

and v4 = 0 and further
satisfying
-

(3.27)

-

a0 + [-L(w

-j

dL

-

dt

+ [La,

a+

- ,)

,v*) - K(w ,0v), VO)] > 0,

1(w2*,vi) - K(w2*,vt),vk)] >

[-La,2(W3*)

+ [Lc(w4*)

V3 *)- <( V3w

),V)]

0,

at (0,0, to).

> 0,

V4*) - <(W4*, v4*),V?O] > ?,

Arguingas beforethe thirdtermin (3.25) gives
(3.28)

a

- - - + [-L(w,v)

- K(w,v),vo)I < 0

at(0,0,to)

for(w, v) of the form
(W3*V3 ) + -(W. 0)
P
P
forp E (0, 1] and w > 0, whilethe second termin (3.25) gives(3.28) forall (w, v)
of the form
P

(w2*, V2 ) + -(OV)
P

for p e (0, 1], v-> 0. Combinedwith the firsttermin (3.25), this gives (3.28) for
the shaded portionin Figure 3. Region I is the open convex cone generatedby
V

f4XF

FIG. 3.
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(0, 1) and (1,0), region II is the half-openconvex cone generatedby (0,1) and
-(w2*, vt*), while region III is generatedby (1,0) and - (w3*,v*). From the
fourthtermin (3.25) we obtain (3.28) forthe closed cone generatedby - (w2*,v*),
-(w3*, v*) and -(w4*, v4), whichcontradicts(3.26). Hence, at (0,0, to),

(3.29) min - -cp + H(v),

at

--+

at

H(v),
C

.min- -cp?+ Ha,i(vp)Y < 0.
d
=1 2

The case wherea minimumis achievedat (0,0) is handled in a similarfashion.
We have thus proved: u definedby(3.7) and (3.8) is a viscositysolutionof (2.16)
and (2.17). LI
4. The uniqueness theorem. In this sectionand in the two that followwe
prove uniqueness for the viscositysolutions to the equations (2.16) and (2.17).
Recall that we have provedthat uiand u [cf. (2.9)] are viscositysub- and supersolutions to (2.16) and (2.17). Hence, an immediateconsequenceof the comparison result (Theorem 4.2) is the uniformconvergenceof the sequence ue to the
unique solution of (2.16) and (2.17), whichis equal to both uiand u.
To simplifythe exposition,the problem and notations of the preceding
sections are retained.However,the methodsused are applicable to more general
problems,some of which we describein Section 7. To simplify,we switchfrom
(x, y), (p, q), etc. notationto (x1, x2), (P1, P2). etc. notation.
In order to compare viscositysolutions we require suitable test functions k
which will forcethe interiorequations (and not the boundaryequations) to hold
at maximizingpoints of ii(x1, x2, t) - u(y1, Y2, t) - 0(X1 - Y1,x2 - y2), forany
two viscosity solutions ii and u. Naturally, the formof the test functions k
depends on the boundaryconditions.Althoughthe use of such functionsk in
this fashion is now standard ([2], [22] and [25]), our constructionof the test
fromconstructionsthat exist in the literature.
functionsis quite different
In this section we assume the existenceof such a sequence of test functions
and relegate the constructionto the two followingsections.

o

ASSUMPTION4.1. For each 8 > 0, thereexist test functions{ke a} C

< E < 1, satisfying

Ha, i(V4te,a(X,x2)) ? H(V40,,(x12 x2))
(4.1)
i

=

-8,

forxi < 0,

Ha, i(Vke,(x1, x2)) < H(Vke,a(xj, x2)) + 8, forxi > 0,

1,2, and
Be, 8(?X ?)=

(4.2)

1e

g(XIX
loeJX1

X2)
X2

0,
>2-

for?

<

/ <
(X21 + X ?2
)

diam D.

C1(R2)2
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Let i (resp. a) be an u.s.c. viscositysubsolution(resp. I.s.c.
viscosity supersolution) of (2.16) and (2.17) but with finite terminal data
at t = T. Assume Assumption 4.1 and that i(X1, X2, T) < u(x1, x2, T) for
(X1 X2) E D. Then s < u on D x [O,T].
THEOREM 4.1.

PROOF. Fix 0 < T < T and set Q
(yl, y2). For 8 > 0, defineU, U by

= Dx

(T,

T], x = (x1,x2)

U(x, t) = i(x, t) - 28 (t-

and y=

)2

U(x, t) = u(x, t) +2S(2t-)

Observe that to prove the conclusionof the theorem,it sufficesto show that
(4.4)

U<U

onQ

for all 8, XT> 0. Let us assume that
(4.5)
Finally, for0 <

E

sup(U-U)>0.
Q
< 1 and 0 < p < supQ(U - U) considerthe auxiliaryfunction

(4.6) ?D(x,y, t, s) = U(x, t)

-

1

U(y, s)

-

d,(X

-

y)

-(t

-

2
-)2

-

p

where (x, t),(y, s) E Q and 4ye is as in Assumption4.1. Note that 4D(x,y, t, s)
tends to - xo uniformlywhen either t or s approaches T. Therefore,using the
semicontinuityof 4J we conclude that 4J attains its maximum on Q. say at
(x,2, t,s ) E Q.Moreover,

(4.7)

2

?(D(

sup(U- U) - p> 0.
Q

Also, we claimthatneither(x-,t) nor(y,s) belongsto I

1I3X [TX T] U D X
{T}, the part of the boundary on which the Dirichlet condition is imposed.
Indeed

(4.8)

1t(x, y, t, s) ? iu(x, t)

-

u(y, s)

-

k6,az(x- y)

-

=

16

-(-

s)

-

p

Recall that ii < u on 2, that i and -u are upper semicontinuousand
0)&(x - y) ? 1/E if jx - yj ? E. Using the factthat (1/E)(t - S)2 and 4)e ;(X--)
must be bounded independentlyof E, togetherwith (4.2), we conclude that
Ix--5 and j1 - s-jtend to zero as E approaches zero. Thus, if (x, t) E 2, then
(y, s) is near 2 (for small E) and conversely.Hence, for small enough E,
O(x, y, t,s) < 0 whenever(x, t) E 2 or (y, s) E-E. This togetherwith(4.7) gives

(4.9)

(-tX

02(Yxs-)

(4

We continueby using the equations (2.16) and (2.17). First,observethat the
map
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(4.10)

(X, t)

U4 ixX t) -

0,8(X

+

-_)

-F

t-

+1 e

-)2]

attains its maximumat (x, t). Since u is a viscositysubsolutionof (2.16), (2.17)
and (x, t) 4 2, this observationyieldsthat either
(4.11)

28 (

)2 )

(I

-2

1

Y))) ?

+ H(vcp,8(i1188Y

0

or one of the other inequalitiesappearingin (2.19) holds. But we claim that in
each case the followinginequalityholds:
(4.12)

8-

+ H(Vcea8(iX - y5)) < 0.

2

Clearly (4.11) implies (4.12). To handle the other cases, we use the assumed
propertiesof ke
, [cf. (4.1)], whichimply,for i = 1,2,
(4.13)

Xi = 0
5ii = 0

X - Y<? 0

Hai(Ve

( -53)) > H(V

a((x - y5)) - 8

Yi > 0

Ha, i(V7e,(Y - y)) < H(V6,,,(X- y)) + 8.
to obtain (4.12) from(4.13) and (2.19). Indeed, suppose
It is now straightforward
that instead of (4.11) we have

(4.14)

(4.15)

-

28(

)2

22-

+ Ha, i(Vke,a(X -

)) < 0

for i = 1 or 2. This may happen only if x = 0. Consequently(4.13) holds and
(4.13) togetherwith (4.15) gives (4.12). In the case xi= (0,0) we use the identity
HC = Ha,1 + Ha,2 - H togetherwith (4.13).
Similarly,since u is a viscositysupersolutionto (2.16) and (2.17), we obtain
(4.16)

-

- 2

+ H(ve,(

(x

)) ? 0.

-

In this argument,we use (4.14) instead of (4.13).
Now, subtract(4.16) from(4.12) to obtain that 28 < 0. By contradiction,(4.4)
is true. 0
To extendthis uniquenessresultto the case of infiniteterminaldata we adapt
the ideas of [12] (see also [6]) and make use of two facts which hold in our
problem:

C2 -inf{H(p): p ER2}>
(4.17)

-;

there exists a viscositysolution u of (2.16) and (2.17) which
belongs to C(D X (0, T)) and which tends to + oo as t T T.
uniformlyon compact subsets of D \ 1I3(cf. Theorem 3.1).

We start with a lemma. For the remainderof this section u denotes the
continuous functiondescribedin (4.17).
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LEMMA 4.1.

of t.

For x

= (x1, X2)

E

D, u(x, t)

-

C2t is a nondecreasingfunction

PROOF. Fix (x0, to) E D X (O. T) and O < T < to. Choose - > O and A < so
so that
B(xo, e) = {x: Ix - xo1< e} c D
and
u(x, t) < u(xo, to) + E + Aix -X02,

(4.18)

whenever(x, t) E dB(xo,e) X [a, to] U B(xo, e) x fto}. Define i by
ii(x, t) = u(xo, to) +

+ Aix

-

x012 - C2(t

-

to)

Then
(4.19)

-

?ii+ H(vii)

? 0

in B(xo, e) X [T, to]

and by the comparisonprinciple[3] and (4.18), u < ii on B(xo, e) X [T, to]. In
particular, u(xo, t) < u(xo, to) + E + C2(t - to), whichimpliesthe conclusionof
the lemma. E
THEOREM 4.2. Let ii (resp. u) be an u. s. c. viscositysubsolution(resp. l.s.c.
viscosity supersolution) of (2.16) and (2.17). Assume Assumption 4.1. Then
ii < u on D x (0, T).

PROOF. We prove that ii < u and u < u on D X (0 T), where u is a
continuous viscositysolution to (2.16) and (2.17). First note that by the definition of a viscositysolutionwithinfiniteterminaldata and by Lemma 4.1, u(x, t)
tends to + x as t TT, uniformlyon compact subsets of D \ F3. Hence, foreach
e > 0, there is 0< 6S < e such that forany x ED andO < 8 < 60,
< u(x, T -8).
q(x, T -e)(4.20)
By Theorem 4.1, forany x E D, E < t < T and 0 < 8 < 6O,
(4.21)
q(xq t - e) - - < U(Xq t - 8 ).
Letting 8 go to zero and replacingt - e by t we obtain
(4.22)
u(x, t) < u(x, t + 8) + forany x E D and 0 < t < T
(4.23)

-

e. Letting - go to zero,

u(x, t) < u(x, t)

for(x, t) E D X (0, T). A verysimilarargument(again exploitingthe continuity
of u) gives u < u on D x (0, T). w
5. Construction of the test functions. In this section we show how to
construct{4f,} satisfyingAssumption4.1 forthe case whereall of X, /P,-y,a and
It are strictlypositive.Cases whereone (or more) of these is zero are considered
in the next section.
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Hc <0(C )

HC

HC >0(Ct)
HC >0 (C+)
2

a,2

HC 0
a,'2
pa
Ha 2 ? ( C 2 )
a2

/

/

FIG. 4.

The basis of the constructionis an interestinguse of the Legendretransform.
Define
Ho i = H - Hai
for i = 1,2. For now we look fora functionJ(4) which satisfiesonly (4.1) with

8 = 0. Define,for i = 1,2,

~~~C+={( P1, P2) *Ha, i( P1, P2) 2 01}
Ci= {(P1, P2): Hai(P1, P2) < 0)

(5 1)

(Refer to Figure 4.) Then to satisfy(4.1) with 8 = 0, we require
(5.2)

V7(x1, x2) E C+ (resp. Ci-)

wheneverxi.> 0 (resp. xi < 0), i

=

1,2.

Assume that it is possible to find a strictlyconvex, finite valued function
R(pl, P2) such that R(O,0) = 0, (0,0) E dR(O,0) (where a denotes the set of
of a convexfunction[24]) and
subdifferentials
(5.3)

a

<)

R(pl,

P2)

?

0 (resp. < 0)

if (p1, p2) E C+(resp. Ci), i = 1,2

[i.e., vR partitionsthe (P1, p2)-plane in the same way as (Ho 1,Hag2)] Define
(5.4)
0(x1, x2) = sup [x1p1 + x2p2 - R(pl, P2)]
P1, P2

(this differsslightlyfromour previousdefinitionof the Legendretransform).By
conjugate duality [24],

(5.5)

E

(xl, x2)
0(XP1, X2 ) <(lx2

E-dR( pl, P2)

Let (P1, P2) E d8(x1, x2). By (5.3) and (5.5), xl 2 0 (resp. xl < 0) if and only if
(P1, P2) E C1+ (resp. C1). A similarresultholds regardingx2. Since R(O,0) = 0
we obtain 4 2 0 and (0,0) E dR(O,0) implies 0(0,0) = R(O,0) = 0. In particular,
of
if 0 is differentiable
it satisfies(4.1) with8 = 0. Moreover,the differentiability
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,O follows from the uniformconvexityof R. More precisely,suppose that R
satisfies
(5.6)

liminf{R(p): IpI = s}/s = +co;

(5.7)

foreveryL > 0 thereis E = e(L) > 0 such that R(p) - qIpI2
is a convex functionof p on IpI < L. In other words, R is
uniformlyconvexon bounded subsets of R2.

S

--+

00

Then O E C1(R2) [24].

We continueby constructingR havingthe properties(5.3), (5.6) and (5.7). To
obtain (5.3), we look forr1(p), r2(p) > 0 such that
(5.8)

a2

= rj(p)Ha i(p),

d R(p)

i = 1,2, p E R2.

A necessaryand sufficient
conditionthat (5.8) holds forsome R E C2(R2) is

(5.9)

d8(r2Hg,2)

= 8pj(rlHai)

In the presentcase it is relativelysimple to guess a formfor r1 and r2 so that
(5.9) holds. By taking
rl(P1, P2) = A exp(ap1 + bP2)
and
r2(P1, P2) = B exp(cpl + dP2),

we obtain as sufficient
conditionsfor(5.9),

A/B =f/,
c= /a/q,
(5.10)

b = Iy/q,

a = c - 1 = -(ya ?uy)/q,
+
d = b - 1 = -(ya? + a)/q,
q = ya + LyY+ Pa.

Integrating and choosing the constants of integrationin such a way that
R(O, 0) = 0, (0, 0) = vR(0, 0), we obtain
R(pl, P2) = q[(I/a)
(5.11)

[exp(a1pp - a(/3 + -Y)p2)/q - 1]

+ [exp(a1pp1+ iYP22)/q - 1]

+ (1/y) [exp(- (It + a) yp1 ? jYP2)/q
1Y]]

-

This function,in addition to (5.3), satisfies(5.6) and (5.7). Hence, its Legendre
transform4 satisfies(4.1) with 8 = 0. Finally,we obtain the sequence {4)e 0} by
appropriately rescaling 0.
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LEMMA 5.1. Let 4 be the Legendre transformof the functionR given by
> 0 such that the
sequence

(5.11). Assume X,a, 3,,4,y > 0. Then thereis a functionp(e)
'(X)

= p(e)0(X/p(E))

satisfies(4.1) with 6 = 0 and (4.2).
PROOF. Since v4,(x)

=

v4(x/p(,)), clearly4, satisfies(4.1) with 8 = 0, for

of R impliesthe existenceof @(L) such
any choiceof p(C) > 0. The finiteness
that
R(p) < '0(L)lpl2

whenever
IpI< L,

whichin turngives
(5.12)

4x) ?

X
lx12

20(L)

whenever
lxi < LO(L).
v

Set
(5.13)

Le

=

2 diamD
?

3

P(

20(LE)

that
We nowcalculatedirectly
lxl2

lxl2

(

?2p(?)0(Le

)

-

whenever lxi < L80(L,)p(E) = diam D. Hence, 4esatisfies(4.2). 0
6. Construction of the test functions (continued). In this section we
removethe restrictionthat all X, /3,y, a and [t mustbe strictlypositive.It turns
out it is not interestingto consider , = 0 or X = 0, since for these cases the
problem becomes trivial.In order to fixthe ideas and exhibitthe method in a
simple way, we consideronlythe case, = 0. The othercases may be handled in
a similar fashion.
The results of Sections 2-4 remainvalid in this case, except that we can not
construct test functionssatisfying(4.1) with 8 = 0, as we did in Section 5.
= 0, we obtain
Indeed, if we considerR definedby (5.11) and take /3
(6.1) R(p1, P2) = q [(pt/a) [exp(- ayp2/q) - 1] + exp(- ,YP2/q)

-1],

where q = ya + Ivy and this functionis not uniformlyconvex and does not
satisfy (5.7). Hence we take a differenttack, which requires an approximation
argument.
Let R(/3,p1, P2) be givenby (5.11), wherewe make the dependenceon / > 0
explicit. Define
(6.2)

R(/3, L1, L2; P1, P2) = R(/3, P1, P2) + I(L1, L2; P1 P2),
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where

(6.3)

I(L1, L2; P1i P2)

if IPjj < LI and IP21< L2,
otherwise.

0

=

+ 0o,

Then R(/3,L1, L2;*, ) is uniformlyconvexand finitein a neighborhoodof the
L1,L2; xl, x2) to be the Legendre
origin,if /P,L1, L2> 0. We then define j(Bfi,
transformof R(/3,L1,L2; *, *) [cf. (5.4)].
LEMMA 6.1.
Assume that X,y,a, p,> 0 and /P= 0. Then, thereexist functions L1(e), L2(e), p(E) and J3(e,8) such that thefamilyof functions

(6.4)

J0,(x)

))

=

p(c?)(

>

2 diam D, so that the followingare satisfiedforevery

f(,-, 6), L1(,-),

L2(i);

P

satisfies(4.1) and (4.2).
PROOF.
,E

Pick L1, L2

E= (0, 1]:

(L?

(6.5a)
(6Z~~~b)

(6.5b)
(6.5c)
(6.5d)

(

~

E

?~3XP2 )

j~2

C X forIP21?C B
_

E=C1

(L2l,

for
E

X

forjP21?<

3

P i,

oI2-?3

P1 <

3

X

for p11 < ?3-

C2,

3
Here C+? are as in (5.1), wherewe make the dependenceon > 0 explicit.The
existence of such L1 and L2 followsfromelementarygeometricconsiderations
(referto Figure 4).
Set
(6.6)

(6.7)

L

L

i = 1,2,

3

L, = (L1 A L2 )/3,

f3( 8,) =6 exp(-Lj).

As in Lemma 5.1, thereis 9(LE) such that
(6.8)

R(/3(c, 8), P)

<

26(Lj)p12,

forall e, 8 E (0, 1]. Finally,set
(6.9)

=

20(Lj4

[iI <

L
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By using (6.8), we directlycalculate that
(6.10)

?(/B(e,

8), L1(,), L2(e); x) ?

jxjL2(Lx). lxi?
20(L

Hence

(6.11)

(x)

?

2

IX12

X(2

whenever
lxi < LO(L,)p(,?)

(6.12)

2

=

Since L1 A L2> diam D, (4.2) is satisfiedby 4
We continue by verifying(4.1). By conjugate duality [24], a version of (5.5)
still holds even if R is not finitevalued. In our particularexample,we have
(6.13)

x = vR(13(e, 8), p)

p = vp?,a(x)

if pil < Li(-).

Hence, whenever
(6.14)

a

ax +?,(x)

forj

< Lj(),

= 1,2,

the constructionof R(13,*) yields that (making the dependence of Ho i on:
explicit)
(6.15)

Ho,i ,,(v4 a(x)) ? 0 (resp. < 0), ifxi > 0 (resp. < 0).

Then, in the case when (6.14) holds, one proves (4.1) afterobservingthat
Ha 1l0(p) = Ho l (p)

(6.16)
and

H,2, 0(P) = Ha,2,(p)

-

f[eP2P1

-

1]

l(d/dxj)0p(x)l <
We therefore
obtain(4.1)byusing(6.7).Sincebyconstruction
Lj(,-), to completethe proofwe have to considerthe boundarycases.

First,supposethat(d/dx1)0,,(x) = L1(,). Then (6.5a) impliesxl 2 0, which

togetherwith (6.16) yieldsthe desiredresult.Next,suppose that (d/dx0), 3(x) =

of 0? 6 impliesthat
L2(e) and (d/dxa1)0,(x) < L1(4).In thiscase,definition
X1 =

p()

R((

8 ),+

a(x))

Hence, the constructionof R(13,*) togetherwith (6.16) yields the result.
All the other cases can be provedsimilarly.El
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7. Extensions and comments.
7.1. Extensions. The techniquesand ideas used in the analysisof our particular queueing model are, in fact,applicable to analogous problemsfor a broad
class of queue models, some of which will appear elsewhere.We will content
ourselves in this sectionwith describingonly those extensionsof the model and
problemconsideredso farforwhichthe proofsinvolvedare veryclose to those of
Sections 2-6.
7.1.1. Differentescape sets. Let G be any bounded open set in R2 whose
boundary is smooth.Then in place of D we can use G n {(x1, x2): x1 ? 0, x2 >
0}. We can considerunbounded G as well if Lemma 2.1 continuesto hold. Thus
we can take D = {(x1, X2): x1 ? 0,0 < x2 < M}, which allows one to estimate
the probabilitythat queue 2 exceeds M/e by time Tle.
7.1.2. Higher dimensions. We can consider a system of n interconnected
queues. Label the queues 1 throughn and let S = {0,..., n}. Let Xt' denote the
number of customersin the ith queue and Xt = (Xtl,..., Xt). Define
xi j = jump intensityfromqueue i to queue j,
xi O = jump intensityfromqueue i to outside the system,
XO j = intensityof arrivalsat j fromoutsidethe system,
-1,0,,..

0)s0)..

ei, j=

1) 0)..

ith
ei,O = (0) 0).'

]th

1' 0').
ith

eO,j = (?,?,---,

1,0,..).
fth

For every point x e {(xl,..., xE) e RI: xi 2 0 iie S}

D define I(x)=
{i E S: xi = 0}. For a subset s of S, we definethe Hamiltonian H(s, p) by
(7.1)
H(s, p) = E
E Xi,j[exp<p, ei,) -1]
iES\s

jeS

and its dual
(7.2)

L(s, v) = sup [<v, p)

-

H(s, p)].

p

Finally, we definea "cost" foreach x E D. Let J(x, v) = {i E I(x): vi = 0} and
let 1(x) and J(x, v) be the set of subsetsof I(x) and J(x, v), respectively.Then
l(x, v) = inf{
(7.3)

p.L(s, vs):

E
S EJ(x, v)

E p.v.=v,

sEJ(x,

v)

A

sEJ(x,

v)

p..,

E
sEJ(x,

v)

8
P.=1}
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Let G be an open set in (R+)nwith smoothboundaryand definedG' to be
the closure of {x E dG: I(x) = 0 } (here 0 denotes the emptyset). We assume
that the origin is interiorto the convex hull spanned by {Xi je3,j(i, j) E
{O, 1,..., n)2). This implies L(0, v) is finitefor all values of v and that the
functiondefinedby (7.4) below is continuous.
Under these assumptionswe have the followingtheorem,where x- = eXtx?
gives the scaled queue system.
Consider the followingequation, interpretedin the viscosity

THEOREM 7.1.

sense:

-

(7.4)

--u + H(0,vu)

a

(7.4) ~

-t-u

at

+ H(sVu)

0,

=

=0,

u=0,
u

(x, t) E G x (0, T),
forsomes E I(x),
(x, t) E dG \ dG' x (0OT),

(X)t)EdG'x(0,T),
xcG\dG'.

+ooast-T,

Then the followingresultsare true:
(i) The equation (7.4) has a unique solutionu in C(G X [0, T)).
(ii) We have
(7.5)

lim

?log

1
G forsonW T E [ toT ]X1-=X}
Pt XT

=

u (x, t),

with the convergenceuniformin compactsubsets of G \ dG' x [0, T).
(iii) We have
(7.6)
where Ax,t =
continuous).

u(X, t)
{a:

[t, 0]

-*

Rn: ((t)

inf f1((,

=
=

x,~(0)

() ds,

E dG', 0

< T and

(

is absolutely

REMARK. The infused to definel(x, v) through(7.3) may be simplified.In
to sum over only those subsets of J(x, v) having only zero or
fact,it is sufficient
one element.
7.1.3. Containmentprobabilities. Anotherclass of probabilitiesthat may be
estimated via viscositysolutiontechniquesare containmentprobabilities.Let G
be open [in (DR+)n] with a nice boundary. In this case we are interested in the

asymptoticsof
(7.7)

u-(x, t)=

E log P,

{XT E

G forall t <

T

< T}.

The associated PDE (to be interpretedin the viscositysense) for this case is
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(using the systemand notationof the previoussection)

au

-at + H(0,Vu) = O

(x, t) e G x (0 T),

at
du
- + H(s,Vu) = 0,

forsomes e I(x), (x, t) e aG\ dG' x (O T),

u = O,

(x, t) e G X {T).

The PDE approach forcalculatingasymptoticsforthese typesof probabilities
was firstconsideredin [8]. The formof the associated variationalrepresentation
for the limitingvalue of ue(x, t) in this case is given by (7.6), except we now
replace Ax,t by Ax t = {a: [t, T] -, Rn: {(t) = x, {(T) E G for X E [t, T] and t
is absolutely continuous). A theoremanalogous to Theorem7.1 holds. The proof
uses the same test functionsas those used in the case of escape probabilities.We
omit the proof and instead refer the reader to [25]. This work treats the
comparisonresult forthe same type of problem,but with an equation that does
not requiresuch complicatedtest functions.The proofsthat iuand u [definedby
(2.9)] are, respectively,sub- and supersolutionsand that (7.6) (with Ax t replaced
by Ax, ) definesa solution,are essentiallythe same as those forescape probabilities.
7.2. On the relationship of the results to a large deviation principle. As
mentionedin the Introduction,the resultspresentedin this paper concerningthe
limitingbehavior of certain classes of probabilitiesare all special cases of the
results that would be available if the process x? satisfied a large deviation
principle.It is an interestingfactthat in a certainsense the converseis also true.
To be more specific,it is possible to prove that if fora given process it can be
shown that the normalized logs of the escape and containmentprobabilities
[given by (7.5) and (7.7), respectively]have the representation(7.6) (with the inf
over Ax t and Ax,t respectively),then under some regularityconditionson the
formof the function1 appearingin (7.6), the measuresinducedby the processx!
satisfy a large deviation principlein the sense of [14], Section 3.3. The rate
functionis givenby
S(x,

=

j|1(,

+
?x,

) ds,

(

is absolutelycontinuous, (0) = x,

otherwise.

Actually a slightlymore generalformof the resultswith regardto escape and
containment probabilitiesis needed, in which we replace xe by x f = xe + f,
where f is a Cx deterministicfunction.However, the same techniques that
apply forthe case f 0 easily adapt to this case as well.
We do not give a detailed proof of this assertion,since such a proof in a
general setting will appear elsewhere.Nonetheless it is worth mentioningthe
basic steps involved.We firstnote that under compactnessof the "level sets"
?(x, r) = {p: S(x, p) < r),
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the estimates (1.3) and (1.4) followif we can prove ([14], Section 3.3):
1. Given 4 e C([0, T]; R') such that ((0)
liminf logPx{ sup ?xE(t)-

(7.8)

E

x and 8 > 0,

=

Ost<T

(t)l < } 2-S(x,4)

2. Given s < oc and 8 > 0,
(7.9)

limsupelogPjX
E

inf

4,d(x, r)

sup IxE(t) - 0(t)l ? 3} <-r.

o t<T

Obtaining (7.9) is easily accomplishedby using the "escape" estimates. To
obtain (7.8), it must firstbe shownthat it is sufficient
to consideronly4 that are
piecewise Cm. This requiresregularityconditionson 1(., *), whichturnout to be
trivially satisfied for the functionalsconsidered in this paper. We then can
obtain (7.8) by using the "containment"estimatesand the Markov property.
APPENDIX
A weaker formulation. In this sectionwe presenta weaker formulationof
the PDE given in Definition2.1, in order to relate our definitionto more
standard ways of describingboundaryconditions.
First note that (2.19) implies
(A.1)

(max)

-

4p+ H(v4));

-H(v4))

+ H? i(Vp)

< 0 (resp? 0)
if (x, y) e Ji, i = 1,2,

and
(max)
(A.2)

-

?tp+ H(v4);

-H(v4)

- H(v4p) + Ha, 1(v);

+ Ha,2(v);

-H(v4))

+ Hc(v))

< 0 (resp. 2 0)
if (x, y) = (0,0).

Dropping the fourthterm in (A.2) (the Hc term) leads to a statementthat is
equivalent to lettingthat termremain.This followsfromthe equality

(A.3)

-H+Hc=

(-H?+ Ha)

+ (-H+Ha,2).

Thus (A.2) holds if and onlyif (A.4) holds:
(A.4)

mm)in__f

+ HHi(V4))
-H(vH)
H(vo);

< 0(resp., ? 0)

+

1

if (x, y) = (0,0).

Note that (A.1) and (A.4) do not imply(2.19a) and (2.19b). In this weaker form
the PDE has nonlinearboundaryconditions(interpretedin the viscositysense).
Although this formulationis familiar,it is inferiorto that given by (2.18) and
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is moreusefulin manyways,such as in proving
(2.19). This latterdefinition
uniquenessof the solutionand in provingthat the value functionof the
solution(see Sections3 and 4).
associatedcontrolproblemis a viscosity
[(2.18) and (2.19)]
of our originalformulation
The correctinterpretation
butrather
requiresthatwe view(2.19a)and (2.19b)notas boundaryconditions,
as thecorrectequationsthatwouldbe associatedto thispartofthedomainifwe
interpretthe problemas one involvinga discontinuousHamiltonian,i.e.,
forthe regions{(x, y): x > 0, y > 0), {(x, y): x < 0,
the correctHamiltonians
y > 0), {(x, y): x > 0, y < 0) and {(x, y): x < 0, y < 0) are H(.), Ha(.),
and lower
Taking the upper semicontinuous
Ha, 2(g) and Hj(.), respectively.
Hamiltonianyieldsthe system
envelopesof thisdiscontinuous
semicontinuous
(2.18) and (2.19). Obviouslythe techniqueswe have developedare equallywell
ofthe
of analogousproblemswherethe discontinuities
suitedto the treatment
ofthedomainofinterestG.
Hamiltonianappearin theinterior
Now considerthespecialcase /P= 0. In thiscase,we have
(A.5)
or

-

H(Vc)

+ Ha 2(V4y)

-

[eF@Y)O-

1] =

o

d
dy

it is easy to showthat 'a 2(W,0)
as the boundaryconditionon '2. Moreover,
definedby (3.4b)has theform
inf[L(w,v): v < 0].
obtainedin previous
agreeswiththe formof the integrand
This expression
equationswithNeumanntype
workof Lions [22],wherethe Hamilton-Jacobi
werestudied.
boundaryconditions

(A.6)

la,2(W,0)

=
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